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Examining	Morphological	Causative	Construction	in	Kalmyk	

Instructor: Seth Cable 

Language Consultant: Andrey Boskhomdzhiev 

 

1. Introduction 

In this report, I present 14 samples of primary data collected throughout the semester and 

offer helpful generalizations concerning the following areas of Kalmyk’s productive 

morphological causative construction:  

• Causativization using -ul- & English   (Section 2)  

• Causative Construction & Grammatical Case (Section 3) 

• Causative Construction & Inanimate Aɢᴇɴᴄʏ   (Section 4) 

• Double Causatives     (Section 5) 

• Causatives & Pᴀssɪᴠᴇ Voice    (Section 6) 

 

2. Comparing Kalmyk & English 

Semantically, the thematic role of -ul- is equivalent to the role the periphrastic lexical 

element ‘made’ plays in the more common, lexical causative constructions in English (i.e. “He 

made me do it”). As a relatively fixed morphological causative element, the Kalmyk -ul- behaves 

very differently from English’s vestigial verb-stem change which looks very much like 

morphological causation but is actually rather analytical. In such case, a productive change will 

occur in the verb stem, such as using lay as a causative of lie or set as a causative of sit. However, 

if the a > e/e > i verb stem change presented in the lay > lie, set > sit example was productive in any 

Morphological	causative	construction	primarily	involves	a	productive	change	in	the	form	of	the	

verb.	In	Kalmyk,	causativization	can	occur	on	many	verbs	and	is	an	operation	that	contains	a	

predicate	of	cause	and	a	predicate	of	effect	-	involving	a	ᴄᴀᴜsᴇʀ	(agent	of	the	predicate	of	cause)	

and	a	ᴄᴀᴜsᴇᴇ	(agent	of	the	predicate	of	effect).		
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other verb, it might count as a morphological causative. In English, more often than not, there is 

either no change in the verb form or a different lexical item is used.  

 

2.1 Causative Construction Using the -ul- Infix 

In a Kalmyk sentence, causative construction is very productive - much more so than 

English - and is expressed mainly by the morpheme -ul-, which may be added to most transitive 

verbs and precedes a tense marker that is most often found in word-final position, as illustrated 

below. I classify -ul- as an infix because of its tendency to appear word-medially in all of the 

samples provided reported. The -ul- morpheme rarely appears as a prefix or suffix. 

 

(1) ɛkɪm         narøn ɢarχim  umnɐ (namɐgə) bosɢuldʒɛ  

mother.my  sun    come.out before myself   get.up.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

My mother made me get up before sunrise     (3/4/16) 

 

(2) ɛrtaka  narøn ɢarχim     umnɐ    maltʃigɛ  bosχuldʒɛ 

rooster sun     come.out  before   herder     wake.up.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

The rooster made the herder get up before sunrise.   (3/23/16) 

 

2.1 Introducing a Third Argument 

 

So, as we have learned that -ul- plays a very important role in causation, how can we use case to 

introduce a third argument? Can we say something like, “The woman made the man kill the 

chicken”? What are we expecting to see? First, the accusative case is not to be used, as 

demonstrated in sample sentence (4) below: 

 

(3) *ɛn gergɪn   ɛn   zalugə    taka      alguldʒɛ  

this woman this man.ᴀᴄᴄ chicken kill.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

The woman made the man kill the chicken    (3/30/16) 

 

As it turns out, it is the -aɾ morpheme which is to be used to introduce a causee to the predicate of 

effect.  
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2.2 Using the -aɾ Suffix 

ɛn   gergɪn    ɛn   zaluɣaɾ     taka   aluldʒɛ  

this woman   this man.ɪɴsᴛʀ    chicken kill.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

The woman made the man kill the chicken    (3/30/16) 

 

In sample sentence (5) above, we can see a new element has appeared on the object/predicate of 

the effect ‘zalu’. The -aɾ suffix indicates instrumental case marking (this will be further explained 

in section 3.1: Instrumentals, on page 3). Incidentally, by asking for a translation of ‘making wake 

up’ it has become apparent that accusative case marking is indeed possible as seen in (6) below. 

 

(4) ɛn   gergɪn  ɛn   zalugə        sɛruldʒɛ  

this woman this man.ᴀᴄᴄ    wake.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ  

This woman made this man wake up     (3/30/16) 

 

The constraints on the use of the accusative suffix seem to apply to intransitive verbs, like ‘wake’ 

in this case. As illustrated in samples (1-4), -ul- looks morphologically like an infix which is carried 

by the verb root (i.e. bos-, al-, ser-) and the past tense marker (i.e. -dʒɛ). As we saw in sample (6) 

and see below in sample (5), -ul- shows up on transitive and intransitive verbs; this exemplifies 

the versatility and high level of productivity in Kalmyk morphological causative construction.   

  

(5) dordʒɪn       gejuɾta tudʒi saglurigə      ululna  

Dorja.GEN sad       story Saglur.ᴀᴄᴄ cry.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘʀᴇs 

Dorja’s sad stories make Saglur cry     (3/30/16)  

 

3 Causative Construction & Grammatical Case 

Based on what we saw in regards to case marking in samples (1-5) was a demonstrable  

interaction between causative morpheme -ul- and the agents in the predicates of effect, but never 

directly between the agent of the predicate of cause, with the exception of sample (5) whereby, the 

causee is ‘sad stories’ and is embedded in the genitive-marked antecedent, ‘Dorja’s’.  So, what 

types of grammatical case interact with causative morphology in Kalmyk? There is instrument 
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case marking (-aɾ), accusative case marking (-gə), and genitive case marking (-ɪn). All case 

markers are found on the subjects and objects and never the verb - as would be expected.  

 

3.1 Instrumentals 

According to (Pᴀʏɴᴇ 1997: 49), “an ɪɴsᴛʀᴜᴍᴇɴᴛ is an entity that instigates an action 

indirectly. Normally an ᴀɢᴇɴᴛ acts upon an ɪɴsᴛʀᴜᴍᴇɴᴛ and the ɪɴsᴛʀᴜᴍᴇɴᴛ affects the action.” For 

example, in sample (3) above, the woman is the ᴀɢᴇɴᴛ and the man is the ɪɴsᴛʀᴜᴍᴇɴᴛ - by killing 

the chicken, the man is a ᴄᴀᴜsᴇᴇ to the woman who, ‘made the man…’, while also being an indirect 

ᴄᴀᴜsᴇʀ to the chicken. Overall, the woman wins out as the ultimate ᴄᴀᴜsᴇʀ - and the chicken an 

object with no empirical volition. Now, what happens when we add another instrumental? In 

sentence (6) below, we can see that when we add ‘…with a knife’ to sample (3), both the knife 

and the man have instrumental case attached to them as agents within their own predicate of effect.  

 

(6) tɛr gergɪn   ɛn  zaluɣar      takagə         utχar           aluldʒɛ  

the woman the man.ɪɴsᴛʀ chicken.ᴀᴄᴄ knife.ɪɴsᴛʀ kill.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

The woman made the man kill the chicken with the knife  (4/13/16) 

 

Both agents of the predicate of effect (‘the man’, ‘the knife’) are acting as instrumentals, making 

them causated agents within their own predicate.  It would seem that as long as there are two 

instrumental agents in the predicate of effect, then the object would obligatorily require accusative 

case-marking.  

 

3.2 Ditransitives 

Another interesting aspect of causative construction and instrument case is that the -ul-  

morpheme can attach to a transitive verb that is taking two objects, or ditransitive. In the case of 

sample (8) below, those objects are the dog and the child.  

 

(7) dordʒɛ nilɣtə    noχaɣar       nadɢa  økuldʒɛ  

Dorja   to.child dog.ɪɴsᴛʀ    toy      give.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

Dorja made the dog give the toy to the child    (4/13/16) 
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It is proposed that in many languages, syntactic and morphological constraints restrict causatives 

of ditransitive verbs (Dixon 2000:56-9). Kalmyk appears to have developed a way to get around 

this restriction and seems to involve applying instrument case to the ᴄᴀᴜsᴇᴇ.  

 

3.3 Introducing Dative Arguments by Using -ul- as an Applicative  

An applicative is a grammatical voice that takes an oblique argument of the verb and  

brings it to the center of attention while simultaneously indicating its oblique role within the 

meaning of the verb. It seems that in Kalmyk, applicative voice shares a similar construction to 

causation and even shares a morpheme: -ul-.  

 

(8) ɛn   gergɪn   ɛn zaludə         taka  alguldʒɛ  

this woman this man.ᴅᴀᴛ  chicken    kill.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

This woman killed the chicken for this man    (4/6/16) 

 

In sample sentence (8) we can see that by producing a small case change from instrumental to 

dative, ‘the man’ is taken out of the role of causee and being made a benefactive/recipient 

argument. This small morpheme change produces two very different sentences: in sample (6) the 

man is the one doing the killing while in sample (8), the woman is doing the killing. Interestingly, 

in sentences (9) below, there seems to be an overlapping of causative construction and applicative 

voice construction.  

 

(9) saglur  bajrar           dordʒdə    ɛn   gɛr     baruldʒɛ  

Saglur Bayer.ɪɴsᴛʀ Dorja.ᴅᴀᴛ this house build.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

Saglur made Bayer build this house for Dorja   (4/13/16) 

 

By introducing an instrumentive argument we are able to see how applicative and causative 

structure can overlap in Kalmyk.  

 

4 Causative construction and inanimate ᴀɢᴇɴᴄʏ  

Contrary to (Ramchand 2008:178)’s hypothesis about morphological causative construction 

in Hindi/Urdu: “…inanimate causes turned out to be systematically impossible…the subject 
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must therefore be interpreted as an active ‘experiencer’ of the process and therefore a deliberate 

and conscious participant” - it is arguable that this very construction is indeed possible in 

Kalmyk based on sample (10) below, whereby the inanimate ᴀɢᴇɴᴛ subject ‘sun light’ acts as 

direct ᴄᴀᴜsᴇʀ but is neither sentient nor animate, but still takes the role of subject.   

 

(10) narna  gɛrʊl namagə  ɛrta  seruldʒɛ  

sun     light  me         early  wake.up.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

The sunlight woke me up too early     (4/6/16) 

 

5 Testing Double Causatives 

A causative of a causative is known as a ‘double causative’ because the single -ul- morpheme  

is applied to two arguments. Since English has a the periphrastic lexical causative ‘made’ which 

can be applied iteratively, only memory can limit to the amount of possible iterations (i.e. I made 

him make her make them make my dog, etc.) but in Kalmyk, our limit seems to be two, as seen 

in samples (11-12) below. 

 

(11) dordʒəɣaɾ  noχaɣan seruluβ 

Dorja.ɪɴsᴛʀ dog.ɢᴇɴ  wake.up.ᴄᴀᴜs.1sgS.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

I made Dorja make my dog wake up     (4/22/16) 

 

(12) noχaɣaɾ    aɾatigə  suɾgaɣat joβuluβ  

dog.ɪɴsᴛʀ fox.ᴀᴄᴄ  sick       leave.ᴄᴀᴜs.1sgS.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

“By sicking the dog on the fox, I made (it) leave.”  

 I made the dog make the fox leave     (4/6/16) 

 

So, what we are seeing in this sentence is a first-person singular subject, or causer, distributing 

causation to the fox, through the dog as an instrumental and this clause is completely embedded 

within the predicate of cause, ‘dog make the fox leave’. So, there are two causing events 

essentially ‘piggy-backing’ on the same morphological element.  

 

6 Passivizing a Causative Verb 
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Thanks to my classmate’s findings on passive construction in Kalmyk, we are able to see the  

role that -ul- plays in passive constructions, as seen in (13) below, whereby the -ul- morpheme is 

utilized to construct a sentence which looks very causative in nature and allows for Passive voice 

to be expressed. 

 

(13) dordʒə sandʒəɣaɾ    dɛktəɾ øguldʒɛ 

Dorja   Sanja.ɪɴsᴛʀ  book  passed.ᴄᴀᴜs.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

The book that was given by Dorja to Sanja    (4/22/16) 

 

The semantic shift that is demonstrated by the passivization of a causative construction is an 

interesting phenomena that illustrates the importance of two primary morphemes: -øk- and, of 

course, -ul- who seem to systematically compete for the same ‘spot’ between the verb stem and 

the tense marker. 

 

(14) saglur dordʒaɣaɾ   serøktsɪn 

Saglur Dorja.ɪɴsᴛʀ   wake.ᴘᴀss.ᴘᴀsᴛ 

 Saglur was woken by Dorja      (4/22/16) 

 

It is the passive that has a higher optimality for this position and to test its limits and constraints 

would require further investigation into the fascinating morphosyntactic structure of Kalmyk.  
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